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WINTER, WHITE, EXERCISE,
& USING OUR SENSES!
WEEK 1 (1/3,5,6)-Closed
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WEEK 2 (1/10,12.13)— We bring
in the New Year with a look at how
the season changed to Winter.
Our color will be White.
WEEK 3 (1/17,19,20)— Our
Healthy Habit this month is Get
Plenty of Exercise. We will read
about muscles and bones.
Also, this month we will talk about
our five senses and highlight them
in our “Show & Tell.” We begin
with our senses of Sight and
Touch. Children should bring an
object with an interesting texture
to touch. Try to help them
associate a word with it, (i.e.
smooth, bumpy, slimy, prickly)
We will plan to be open for school
on Monday 17th. If you already
have family plans, since it is a
holiday weekend, just let us know.
WEEK 4 (1/24,26,27)— We will
have Listen & Tell (try to help your
child find an object that makes a
distinctive sound the rest of us
can identify without using our
eyes (a bell that rings, a pen
that clicks).

Snowy weather
If the roads are safely plowed and
our walk is shoveled, we will try to have
Preschool.
We will make that decision in the
morning by 8:00 a.m. when the
custodian has contacted us to let us
know what the conditions are at church.
As always, you know best what your
conditions are and whether your route is
safe.
We will send you a text by 8:30 a.m.
to let you know whether we can open.
You are welcome to text or call, if you
are in doubt or haven’t received a
message by then. 610-781-8132

WEEK 5 (1/31, 2/2,3) We continue to
explore the senses with Smell & Tell.
Help children find an object with a
familiar, natural smell, (i.e. a small
sample of powdered cinnamon, rather
than a cinnamon candle.) Look for
objects with distinctive smells—burnt
toast!

January Dates to remember . . .

Wed 12

Show & Tell: WHITE

Wed 19

Touch & Tell: An object with
an interesting texture

Thurs 13 Wear some White

Wed. 26 Listen & Tell: a sound we
can guess

Mon 17

Wed 2/2 Smell & Tell: a smell we
know

We do have
Preschool

